TreeDet: a web server to explore sequence space
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ABSTRACT

The TreeDet (Tree Determinant) Server is the first release of a system designed to integrate results from methods that predict functional sites in protein families. These methods take into account the relation between sequence conservation and evolutionary importance. TreeDet fully analyses the space of protein sequences in either user-uploaded or automatically generated multiple sequence alignments. The methods implemented in the server represent three main classes of methods for the detection of family-dependent conserved positions, a tree-based method, a correlation based method and a method that employs a principal component analyses coupled to a cluster algorithm. An additional method is provided to highlight the reliability of the position in the alignments. The server is available at http://www.pdg.cnb.uam.es/servers/treedet.

INTRODUCTION

Sequence analysis is the first step in predicting functionally important residues in a given protein family. Although conserved regions in optimal multiple alignments are important, additional residues showing alternative family-dependent conservation patterns can also be detected and might reveal different features related to the function.

One particular type of family-dependent conservation aims to detect residues showing conservation trends within subfamilies but differing between subfamilies, the so-called ‘tree determinant’ positions. These methods have been extensively tested in various studies using non-redundant sets (1,2) and a number of groups (3–6), including our own (1,7), have used these family-dependent conservation patterns to predict specific binding sites and/or substrate/co-factor binding sites. Although these methods aim to find trends in variability, the approaches are quite different. For instance, the method developed by Kalinina et al. (8) looks for conservation patterns within orthologues and variation in paralogous sequences at the same positions in a multiple sequence alignment. Other methods rely on the existence of 3D structures to map the residues (3), and other methods explore the variability using correlated mutations and entropy in large protein families (9).

The specific methods implemented in the TreeDet server include the fully-automated sequence space method (FASS) (7), level entropy method (S-method) (1) and the mutational behaviour method (MB) (1). In fact, the three different implementations were developed as distinct concepts to deal with different aspects of the same problem. A detailed explanation of the methods has been published previously (1), and this description includes a comparison of the results in diverse situations.

These methods have been tested independently for different biological systems and the predictions obtained have been subjected to further experimental verification such as the analyses of the ras superfamily (10), the ras and ral proteins (11), and the chemokine receptor dimerization residues (12,13). For a comprehensive compilation of applications see Lopez-Romero et al. (14). Other groups have also published collaborations based on the application of the same basic ideas (15). In each case the methods provided useful biological insights regarding the function of the proteins.

We have integrated the three tree determinant prediction methods into a server because of the importance of these methods for the future development of this type of project and the need to facilitate access to the various applications.

Given that these methods are particularly useful in the prediction of functionally important residues in families of sequences, the target users of the system will be biologists interested in exploring the potential localization of functional sites.

METHODS

Three tree determinant methods are currently available in the TreeDet server. They are automatic and search for key regions...
of functional specificity in protein families. At the same time they can detect key residues responsible for the subfamily structure. SQUARE (16), the fourth method implemented in the server, is an alignment evaluation tool. The specific implementation of SQUARE in TreeDet adds measurement of the reliability of the alignment provided for each position based on the strength of the conservation and the type of conserved residues (1). This is a very important issue, as methods to predict functional important sites are very sensitive to the alignment quality.

The level entropy method

The S-method searches for different levels of splitting of a protein family into subfamilies. Several cuts of the family phylogenetic tree are analysed in order to evaluate the relative entropy (mutual information) for each division level. The mutual information expresses the distance between the probability distribution of tree determinants at a certain level and the product of probability distributions of conserved positions in each subfamily at that level. The method searches for the cut level with the greatest value of relative entropy (1).

The mutational behavior method

The MB-method searches for positions in the alignment whose mutational behaviour is similar to the variation pattern of the whole family. Therefore, these residues will be representative of the overall sequence distance distribution in different subfamilies. The full family and the individual positions in the alignment are represented by distance matrices, which are compared using rank correlation criteria.

The automated sequence space method

The version of FASS incorporated in the server is a new fully-automated implementation. In FASS each sequence is represented as a vector in a multi-dimensional space (the sequence space), and residue types at each position of the alignment as vectors in the reciprocal amino acid space. A principal component analysis renders a reduction of the alignment as vectors in the reciprocal amino acid space. A sequence space), and residue types at each position of the alignment are represented by distance matrices, which are compared using rank correlation criteria.

The mutational behavior method

The MB-method searches for positions in the alignment whose mutational behaviour is similar to the variation pattern of the whole family. Therefore, these residues will be representative of the overall sequence distance distribution in different subfamilies. The full family and the individual positions in the alignment are represented by distance matrices, which are compared using rank correlation criteria.

The automated sequence space method

The version of FASS incorporated in the server is a new fully-automated implementation. In FASS each sequence is represented as a vector in a multi-dimensional space (the sequence space), and residue types at each position of the alignment as vectors in the reciprocal amino acid space. A principal component analysis renders a reduction of the dimensionality allowing the study of the sequence–sequence, residue–residue and sequence–residue relationships.

The original method required intensive human expert post-processing and manipulation of results, which is circumvented in the current implementation by first statistically defining the dimensionality N of the sequence space that accounts for the maximum data variability with the minimum number of components, and second by clustering the results in the N-dimensional space (14).

SQUARE

This section of the server produces a measure of per residue reliability for the alignments between the sequences in a pre-generated multiple alignment. In contrast to the stand-alone server (16) which bases its calculation of alignment reliability on sequences with known structure, SQUARE @TreeDet calculates the reliability of each pairwise alignment around profiles generated for the first sequence in the multiple alignment (the query sequence). Reliability scores for the residues aligned against each of the positions in the query sequence are calculated from the profile matrix generated by PSI-BLAST (17) and a smoothing function. The higher the score at each position in the alignment, the more likely the two sequences are correctly aligned at this position. Testing has shown that regions defined as reliably aligned by SQUARE are much more likely to be correctly aligned in the evolutionary sense. SQUARE also calculates the score for the optimally aligned residue at each residue position in the query sequence. The scores generated by SQUARE can provide an important insight into the quality of the alignment and the associated predictions, particularly when used in conjunction with the optimal scores.

The software implementing the individual methods is also available upon request.

QUERY PAGE

Input file

The TreeDet server is designed to work with sequence alignments of protein families. Protein sequence alignments in CLUSTAL, FASTA, PIR and MSF formats are accepted as valid input files.

The methods implemented in TreeDet are sensitive to alignment quality, therefore for optimal performance user-optimized alignments are strongly encouraged (TreeDet is not an aligning tool). Regardless, the server also accepts as input a single unaligned protein sequence. In this case, a BLAST search (cutoff E-value $10^{-3}$) is conducted to retrieve homologous sequences. Then, the sequences are aligned using clustalW (18). To enhance the alignments, sequences with >90% identity are removed from the alignment. In addition, sequences <25% identical to the query sequence are also eliminated. Finally, sequences that align to <50% of the total length of the query sequence are removed.

The methods can be run using default parameters or alternative parameters can be chosen in the ‘advanced run’ interface. The parameters are explained in detail in the work of del Sol et al. (1) and in the ‘more information’ section of the server.

Each run can include any or all the methods. Each method has its own separate description.

The results

Once the job is completed, the user receives a URL by Email. The URL contains the results along with thorough explanations. As an example, we show here the multiple alignment from an analysis of protein homologues to the p21 ras oncogen. The results are all shown in one page and divided into two sections: a summary of selected parameters and the results section.

The results section consists of two parts: a table and an alignment (Figure 1). The table indicates the positions predicted as tree determinants by each method. If all three methods have been selected, the positions shown will be ordered by the groupings obtained by the FASS method. If FASS has not been selected, the sequences will be ordered by the grouping of S-method.

When clicking on the predicted positions in the table, the alignment moves towards the selected position. The predictions from all methods can be mapped onto the alignment at the same time. For instance, in the alignment of ras homologues (Figure 1), position 37 was identified by two
methods and has been shown to be critical for function specificity (11).

The predicted residues are highlighted following Taylor's colour schema (19). Additional results in XML formats are also provided (Figure 1) for easy data extraction and automatic post-processing of the results. The results remain available in the server for 7 days. Additional tools are also provided.

If SQUARE has been selected, the first sequence of the input alignment (the one submitted by the user) will appear above the main alignment coloured by the SQUARE optimal score (see below). This gives you an approximation of the conservation of each position within the broader sequence family. Furthermore, to analyze in detail SQUARE results, a link is provided (Figure 2).

The alignment is identical to the input alignment, the one submitted by the user, but in SQUARE all sequences are compared against the first sequence in the input alignment. Note that all columns that are gapped in the first sequence are removed in all SQUARE alignments.

The ‘multiple alignment’ option allows the user to visualize the reliability of the pairwise alignment of each sequence in multiple alignment format. The reliability scores in the multiple alignment format range from dark orange (the highest reliability), through various shades of yellow (the more intense, the higher the reliability score) to white (unreliable or evolutionarily distant). The residues in the query sequence are coloured under the same colour scheme, but use the score for the optimally aligned residue at each position (Figure 3). Here, the darker the shade, the more conserved the position within the sequence family.

Help pages and information

The homepage of TreeDet contains detailed information regarding how to use the server and example files are available. An additional information tab provides extensive information, including literature and related services that are available on the web. A performance test conducted on the server is also shown. This table reflects some statistics for hard and easy cases.
The server is quite fast when using the multiple alignment option: a 165 residue alignment of 97 sequences will take 2 min for MB and FASS, 4 min for the S-method, and 6 min for SQUARE.

Specifications: TreeDet’s web interface is written in HTML/PHP. The programs for export and import data have been implemented in Perl. The individual methods are written in Fortran, C and Perl. Additional tools used by the methods are ClustalW and the BLAST suite programs from NCBI.

**SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS**

**Aim**

TreeDet has been designed to be used by experimental scientists to obtain reliable and interesting predictions of functionally important residues in protein alignments. Three different methods and a method to measure reliability are provided and integrated in a single output interface where the predictions from all three methods can be mapped onto the original alignment.

**Features**

- Availability of three different methods to predict protein functional sites via a user friendly interface.
- A choice of multiple alignment or single sequence inputs.
- Direct visualization of results over the input alignment. Methods are distinguished in a standard colour-based schema for clarity.
- XML files are also provided for easy data manipulation.
- An additional tool to evaluate alignment reliability is provided: SQUARE.
- Results are stored for a limited period of time in the server.

The server is not designed to create optimal multiple alignments, but if an unaligned protein sequence is provided, automatic alignments are generated. However, it bears repeating that this is not the best option as it can slow the process down considerably.

In addition, in common with many sequence analysis tools, the methods in TreeDet are sensitive to alignment errors and biases stemming from the over-representation of sequences. SQUARE has been included in the package of tools in the server because it provides a means of flagging up errors in the multiple alignments.

The simultaneous use of the three methods tends to improve the results as shown previously (1). Combining predictions reduces the final number of predictions but gives a more significant set of functionally important residues. The three methods are capable of capturing different subsets of functional residues.

In order to provide the user with biological examples of these analyses, we have included the results obtained from a
multiple alignment of ras homologues proteins (Figures 1–3), both here and in the server.

Tree determinant methods have aided the analysis of protein families in the example of the ras homologues (11) and in other examples such as the chemokine receptor proteins (9,13). TreeDet now makes it possible for a larger community to use these methods in an integrated platform.
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Figure 3. Overall reliability. This figure shows the reliability of the alignment from which the tree determinants for the sequence RAS3_DROME have been predicted. As seen from the darker colours in the figure, the alignment from which the position 37 (arrowhead) has been predicted by FASS and MB is highly reliable according to SQUARE. The regions in both alignments are marked with boxes.


